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Lecture Recording/Capture 

The University have set up a working group to look at a policy to enable the increased adoption of 

lecture recording across the university from September 2018. The university will need to negotiate a 

collective agreement with UCU as compulsory recording of lectures will mean a change in terms and 

conditions for members. In the meantime, the branch wish to know if members would prefer an 

“opt in” arrangement, where members choose to have their lecture recorded or an “opt out” 

arrangement, where all lectures are recorded automatically unless the member opts out. In addition, 

if any member has already voluntarily recorded their lectures as part of a module/programme and 

has student feedback on this, would it be possible to share that with us? If members could respond 

to the branch administrator ayeadon@lincoln.ac.uk with their views that would be appreciated and 

would feed into the negotiation.  

 

Alfred Tennyson Project (MHT Refurbishment) 

UCU have been attending fortnightly meetings about the refurbishment of the MHT building (soon 

to be renamed Alfred Tennyson Building). There have been some productive outcomes from 

UCU's attendance at these meetings, so please do continue to forward issues or concerns that you 

would like to be raised to Emily Wilczek: ewilczek@lincoln.ac.uk  

 

Stress and Workload 

Following the recent branch committee meeting, there is a lot of concern amongst branch 

committee members with regards the stress experienced by staff in different schools and colleges of 

the University. The branch are determined to address the issue and are working to ascertain what 

data the university holds, for example on sickness absence, staff turnover etc. and then act upon 

that. One of UCU’s latest big campaigns is on workload and stress so keep an eye out for this in 

future news.  

 

LIBS 

The branch are trying to address many of the issues raised by members in LIBS. Informal resolution 

has failed to produce a change in what staff are reporting to us. Following a third meeting with 

members in LIBS, we are not happy with the progress being made at this stage and are now looking 

at other avenues to resolve the situation. 

 

Fair pay, equal pay: higher education eballot 

In higher education (HE) the only aspect of salaries that is getting bigger is the gender pay gap. The 

employers' latest pay offer of 2% does nothing to restore ground lost against inflation (a real terms 

cut of 21% since 2010) or to address gender inequality or precarious employment in the sector. 
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However, as reported in the news this week, it is clear that the excessive pay and perks of vice 

chancellors (VCs) and principals persists and the latest voluntary code is inadequate. Please support 

UCU’s campaign by making sure that you register your response to the UCU pay and equality 

consultation which opened last week. Members will have received an email in the week beginning 

4th June containing a unique link in order to vote. If you need to request a replacement, please click 

here.  

 

Hourly Paid Lecturers/Graduate Teaching Assistants (GTAs) 

UCU believes that high quality education and fair working conditions depend on contracts that give 

staff stability and continuity of employment. Casualisation is bad for staff and bad for education. As 

part of the UCU national campaign to stamp out casualisation and in support of our own members in 

this situation, the branch committee will be distributing a questionnaire to Associate Lecturers, 

Permanent Associate Lecturers and Graduate Teaching Assistants regarding the duties they are 

being asked to undertake as part of their role. The branch want to encourage as many staff in this 

category to respond so as to enable us to gain a clear picture of what is happening at Lincoln. If you 

are in contact with any Associate Lecturers in your school who may not receive the questionnaire 

could you please ask them to contact Andrew Yeadon at ayeadon@lincoln.ac.uk if they are 

willing/would like to take part in the survey? Thanks. 

 

Congress 2018 

The branch committee noted with regret the suspension of Congress and were disappointed that it 

was only possible to debate Motions to Congress 1-9 and other late motions (L1, B19, L8, L9 and 

L10), although HE Sector Conference did complete its business. Motion 54, proposed by our branch, 

regarding supporting non-UK EU nationals and their partners from third countries, was not debated. 

UCU’s NEC representative for the East Midlands, Justine Mercer, will be informed of the branch’s 

disappointment.  

  

 UCU Lincoln branch appoint two new Health and Safety Representatives 

UCU Lincoln has appointed Carol Rea crea@lincoln.ac.uk and Crystal Walker kwalker@lincoln.ac.uk  

as Health and Safety Reps. Carol has completed parts 1 & 2 of the UCU H&S Reps training and Crystal 

has completed Part 1 and is looking to complete Part 2 as soon as there is a suitable opportunity.  

Carol has special responsibility for the College of Science and Crystal special responsibility for Stress 

in the Workplace. This complements and strengthens our already existing Health and Safety Reps of 

Barry Turner and Geoff Adams. 
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